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890 TAXON 47 - NOVEMBER 1998 

(82) A proposal to allow second-stage lectotypification and neotypification 
where necessary 

R. K. Brummitt' 

(82) Add a paragraph at the end of Art. 9, and add "(but see Art. 9.15)" to Art. 9.2 
and 9.6. 

"9.15. If a choice of a lectotype or a neotype is made which later is found to refer to 
more than one specimen, this choice must be accepted (subject to Art. 9.13), but a 
further choice may be made from within the material first chosen with the purpose 
of restricting lectotypification or neotypification to a single specimen". 

According to Art. 9.2 and Art. 9.6, respectively, a lectotype and neotype are said 
to be "a specimen or illustration" in the singular. It has sometimes happened that a 
collection (often designated by a collector's name and number) has been chosen 
without the herbarium where this is housed being specified. If there is only one 
specimen of the collection, and no duplicates exist, there is no problem. If, however, 
this collection is later found to be duplicated in more than one herbarium, the choice 
was not of a single specimen. It has sometimes been argued that the choice is there- 
fore invalid and a different typification must be sought. On the other hand, it has 
also been sometimes argued that the first choice must be followed and that a second- 
stage typification may be made to designate a single specimen from within the mate- 
rial originally chosen. The latter course of action seems to be the only practical one 
to follow, because it is often unknown whether duplicates of a collection exist or 
not. The validity of a lectotypification or neotypification must be apparent from the 
printed text of the first choice. We cannot allow a situation where the validity of the 
choice is dependent on subsequent and perhaps random delving into different her- 
baria to see whether duplicates exist. It would be absurd if the designated collection 
were at first thought to be represented by only one specimen, but 50 years later 
somebody were to find a duplicate in another herbarium and claim that the typifica- 
tion which had stood for 50 years is then invalidated. 

Similar arguments may even apply if the first choice does specify one herbarium, 
for it may be found that there is more than one herbarium sheet or other specimen 
housed there. This situation could easily apply today when it is required (since 1990) 
that choice of a lectotype or neotype must include a statement of where the specimen 
is housed. Again, it would be absurd to argue that such a choice of type would be 
invalidated just because there is found to be more than one specimen concerned. The 
only sensible practice is to allow that if more than one specimen is found to exist, a 
second-stage choice may be made. The Code already permits second-stage typifica- 
tion in the analogous situation where a single type specimen is found to be taxo- 
nomically heterogeneous, for Art. 9.9 allows that a further choice of type from 
within the mixed material may be made. 

1 Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AE, U.K. 
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